CARVED FRUITBOWL
TOOLS REQUIRED: Mini Grinder, Outdoor Grade Plywood, Jigsaw, Wood Glue, Clamps, Drill
Step One

Cut out each layer for your bowl from the paper templates

supplied. Templates can be enlarged to A3 if you want a bigger bowl.
Tracing the layers onto the wood, flip over the template to create a mirror
image. Repeat this process until you have outlined five layers.

Step Two Place layer templates 1, 3 and 5 together. Then place layer 2
and 4 together. Trace 1 onto 3 and 3 onto 5. Trace 2 onto 4. Drill small
holes in between the layers where indicated. Next, cut out the intersection
of 3, 4 and 5 of each layer from the Plywood using the jig saw blade.

Step Three

Glue and clamp all layers evenly spaced together with

standard PVC wood glue. Leave over night for the glue to set.

Step Four

Clamping the bowl securely, using the Mini grinder with the

Woodcarver Blade (MIN001) gently work in a downward stroking motion.
This is the first stage in removing the majority of the excess wood. Using
your creativity and the Mini-grinder you can shape the inside and outside
of the bowl.

Step Five When you have completed shaping the bowl, fit the 50mm (2")
Mini-Sanders (MIN006) attachments to your mini-grinder. These come in
assorted grits. Each Mini sander pack includes 1 disc of grit 40, 60, 80 &
120. Begin with the 40 grit disk to shape and smooth your bowl.

As you move progressively to the finer grit disks this will help you finish
your bowl giving you a bowl any qualified wood worker would be proud of.

Email us your finished face carving and woodworking projects for your
chance to win a prize: arbortech@arbortech.com.au
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